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Section I
ISSUES OF CONCERN TO THE COMMUNTIY

KFI-AM 640 provides its listeners with programming that addresses issues of concern to our local community.  
Among the issues determined to be of most concern to the community during the preceding calendar quarter 
were:

CRIME
This quarter, several topics discussed under this issue include: California requiring sex offenders to take lie detector tests, more women come 
forward to accuse actor Bill Cosby of sexual assault and Robert Durst, the focus of an HBO documentary about several deaths he is connected to, 
the disappearance of his wife 

EDUCATION
Several topics this quarter fell into this category including: two local teachers who have been arrested for having sexual relations with students on 
a non-school sanctioned trip to a local beach, UC Irvine student organization ‘banning’ all flags from council chambers, and the 50 year anniversary 
of the march in Selma, Alabama to fight for equal rights for black Americans.   Discussed the original march and the impact it had.

HEALTH
This quarter, several topics fell under this issue including: the importance of blood donation, after a co-workers sibling passed away, the station 
drew attention to the need for people to donate blood, an anti-vaccination movement is blamed on a spread of measles in Orange County and 
across several states, the first cases seem to have originated from Disneyland, this led into a discussion of the anti-vaccination movement in 
general and the increase in ‘personal exemption’ requests by parents for their children to attend public schools.

MEDIA
Several topics this quarter fell under this issue, including: A local mom from Pasadena who is suing Target stores for her son’s suicide claiming that 
the store wrongly accused him of stealing and then paraded him around the store in handcuffs intentionally to embarrass him, continuing coverage 
of Brian Williams, who was removed from the NBC Nightly News for 6 months after it was revealed that he embellished a story about being in Iraq 
traveling with soldiers when his helicopter was fired upon and the outrage after a shooting on Skid Row that left a homeless man dead.  Police say 
the man had attempted to grab an officer’s gun, while witnesses say that is not the case.

TERRORISM
This quarter a terrorist attack on a satirical newspaper in France killed 12 people, which sparked concern and conversation all over the world about 
freedom of the press.  The attack by Muslim extremists in France was in retaliation for them publishing cartoons of the Prophet Mohammed.



Section II
LOCAL PROGRAMMING

This section lists regularly-scheduled and special programs that represent the station’s issue-responsive 
programming providing the most significant treatment of the issues listed above for the calendar quarter.

WEEK ENDING:  January 3, 2015 & January 10, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Health           Aaron Bender            Discussed a co-worker’s death in the family and the 1/1 – 7pm 5 min
                                                    lifesaving transfusions she received over the years          8pm 5 min
                                                    encouraged listeners to donate blood
                   Mo Kelly 1/2 – 3pm 5 min
                             5pm 5 min
                   
                   Mark Thompson         7pm 5 min

        9pm 5 min

Economy      Bill Handel                  How Obamacare and housing costs are affecting 1/2 – 7am 30 min                 
                                                    the average American

Health         John Sencio                Small things can change your life, discussed the book Robert Mauer 1/2 – 12:15pm 30 min
                                                   ‘One Small Step Can Change Your Life’ with author Dr./ author

Politics         Mark Thompson           Discussed Jeb Bush’s possible run for President in Matthew Corrigan 1/2 – 7:30pm 30 min
                                                    2016 and whether or not he’s a viable candidate PhD/ Author

Health        Bill Handel                    Update on flu season / study says cancer could be Jim Keany 1/5 – 7:30am 15 min
                                                    simply the result of ‘bad luck.’ Ca.RamUSA.org

Law           John & Ken                  Discussed new laws for 2015, including: bitcoins are      1/5 -- 4pm 30 min
                                                   legal for transactions in California; the ban on single-  
                                                   use plastic bags; toy guys must now be made of really
                                                   bright colors versus just having a bright colored tip and
                                                   undocumented immigrants can now apply for a license
                                                   in the state.

Media       Bill Carroll                    Discussed a disturbing trend in the state that shows Lariassa Mooney 1/6 – 11am 30 min
                                                  that mothers and grandmothers are getting into meth UCLA Dept of 
                                                  use Psychiatry/ Addiction

Specialist



Economy/  Bill Handel              Officials in Pasadena are accused of embezzling money 1/7 – 7:15am 15 min 
Crime                                     from taxpayers to fund personal projects, more than $6
                                              million was embezzles over the course of several years.

Terrorism  Bill Handel               A terrorist attack at the offices of a satirical magazine 1/8 – 7am 30 min
                                              in France kills 12. Terrorists were Muslim extremists 
                                              angry over cartoon depictions of Mohammed the magazine
                                              had repeatedly published

Terrorism  John & Ken              Manhunt is still on for terrorists responsible for shooting 1/8 – 3pm 45 min
                                              that killed 12 at Charlie Hebdo headquarters in Paris.

Terrorism  Bill Handel               Breaking news out of France, police have terrorists 1/9 – 7am 80 min
                                              responsible for killing 12 at Charlie Hebdo headquarters
                                              trapped in a printing company building. Meanwhile, several
                                              people are being held hostage at a Jewish Deli, with the
                                              terrorist there saying if police move in on the other suspects, 
                                               they will kill hostages there.
 

WEEK ENDING:  January  17, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Terrorism Aaron Cohen Discussed what happened in the terror attack in France 1/11 – 5pm 30 min
as well as a devastating attack that happened at the 
same time in Nigeria by Boko Haram, which killed as 
many as 2,000 civilians

Politics “Wake Up Call” w/ Huge rally in France over the weekend to send a message 1/12 – 5am 15 min
Gary Hoffmann to terrorists.  Major would leaders attended, except the

U.S. sent no high level representative.

Politics Bill Handel Discussed the criticism over the U.S. ‘no show’ at Paris 1/12 – 7am 15 min
rally against terrorism.

Crime Bill Carroll California will require sex offenders to take lie detector 1/12 – 10am 45 min
tests

Economy/ Bill Handel A new study shows that San Bernardino is the WORST 1/13 – 7:15am 15 min 
Employment place in the country to find a job. Moreno Valley is the  2nd.

Health Tim Conway Jr. Disneyland Measles problem. Several cases of measles 1/13 – 7:15pm 15 min
seem to have originated from people who visited Disneyland



Crime Bill Carroll O.C. District attorney has a new strategy on cracking Susan Kang-Schroeder 1/14 – 10am 30 min
down on prostitution OC DA Chief of Staff

Christie Milrod
Doctor/ Psychologist

Crime Bill Handel An woman accusing Bill Cosby of sexual misconduct 1/15 – 7:15am 15 min
might fall within the statute of limitations for the LAPD
to file charges against him.

Transportation John & Ken Discussed California’s high speed rail project Robin Abcarian 1/16 – 4pm 30 min
LA Times columnist insists that we ‘shouldn’t be columnist
afraid’ of high speed rail

WEEK ENDING:  January  24, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Economy/ Bill Handel A new study shows that to rent an apartment in L.A. 1/19 – 7am 30 min  
Employment the average person needs to make $34 an hour.  With 

the minimum wage increase just mandated for L.A. 
county, that’s still far off for many.

Health Bill Handel Discussed the trend of not vaccinating your kids, took 1/20 – 8am 45 min
calls from local listeners who decided NOT to vaccinate
and asked them to explain why.  Measles cases in 
California have risen to 61.

Media Bill Carroll Controversy over the movie American Sniper. Brandon Webb 1/20 – 10am 45 min
Spoke to the man who trained Chris Kyle about Author and CEO of
the man Kyle was and whether or not the movie Force12Media
depicts the situations snipers have to deal with 
accurately.

Media John & Ken A local paper in Santa Barbara as been inundated Scott Steepleton 1/20 – 3pm 5 min
with complaints after using the word ‘illegal’ in a Editor–Santa   4pm 45 min
a news story to describe undocumented workers  Barbara News Press
Their offices were also vandalized

Health Tim Conway Jr Ongoing measles cases cropping up in Orange County Ray Casciari 1/20 – 8pm 30 min
discussed the vaccination rules in different counties Doctors 



Immigration Bill Carroll LA Mayor says that federal law doesn’t matter for his 1/21 – 10am 30 min
purposes on immigration.

Law Bill Handel California lawmakers are pushing a ‘right to die’ 1/21 – 8:30am 30 min
bill in the state that would allow a person to make
the decision to end their life with dignity

Education John & Ken Teachers at South Hills High in Covina are in trouble 1/22 – 3pm 30 min
for several reasons.  Two female teachers are accused
of having sex with students on a non-school sanctioned
beach trip, an art teacher is accused of putting a student
in a chokehold and another teacher is in trouble for 
posting on social media condoning that it was fine for 
teachers to have sex with former students.

Inspirational ‘Wake Up Call’ w/ LAPD officer Deon Joseph has been working on Skid Deon Joseph 1/23 – 5:30am 15 min
Gary Hoffmann Row for the last 17 years with huge success in earning LAPD officer

the respect from the community.  He discussed how
police officers need to be active in learning how to 
properly deal with the difficulties in each community.

WEEK ENDING:  January  31 , 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Media Sunday Morning Discussed cheating in sports and how that affects the 1/25 – 9am 30 min
News w/ Shannon kids that look up to these athletes and teams
Farren

Media Bill Handel A local mom is suing a Pasadena Target store over her 1/26 – 7:15am 15 min
son’s suicide. She is alleging that another employee
accused her son of stealing (he did not) and that the 
store security placed him him in handcuffs and paraded
him through the store, which caused him undue humiliation.

Media Bill Carroll A recently released documentary on Scientology is Lawrence Wright 1/26 – 10am 30 min
getting a lot of attention at the Sundance film festival Author/ former
The documentary is based on a book by former Scientologist
Scientologist who left the church

Crime/Media Bill Handel A Long Beach homeowner won’t face charges in the 1/27 –7am 30 min
killing of a female burglar who was fleeing the scene



Technology/ Bill Carroll LAPD Chief Charlie Beck and other law enforcement 1/27 – 10am 30 min 
Public Safety officials are expressing concern over the Waze app and

the ability of people to post the whereabouts of police
officers.

Health Thompson & Espinoza  Discussion over the immunization of children. Jay Gordon 1/28 – 1pm 30 min
  how do we get more people to vaccinate their Doctor
  children? Some believe the ‘personal belief’ 

   exemption should be done away with

Health John & Ken California health officials declare e-cigarettes a Gregory Conley 1/28 – 3:30pm 30 min
a public health threat

Media Bill Carroll Discussed the fight between who will operate the Joe Berchtold 1/29 – 11am 45 min
Greek theater, right now there’s a fight between CEO Live Nation
Live Nation and Nederlander Rena Wasserman

GM of Greek Theater

Crime Bill Handel Former rap mogul, Suge Knight has been arrested 1/30 – 7am 30 min
on suspicion of murder. He is accused of running over
two men after an argument on a film set.  One of the 
men died, the other is in the hospital.  Knight turned
himself in for questioning and was arrested after his
interview.

Media John & Ken LAPD criticized for arranging a downtown talk by Richard Valdemar 1/30 – 3:30pm 30 min
a Mexican Mafia gang member.

WEEK ENDING:  February  7 , 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Media ‘Wake Up Call’ w/ Bobbi Kristina Brown has been found unresponsive face 2/2 – 5:30am 15 min
Gary Hoffmann down in a bathtub in her home in Atlanta, an eerie 

similarity to her mother, Whitney Houston who was found
dead in a bathtub at a Beverly Hills hotel.  She is currently
unresponsive in the hospital.  

Economy Thompson & Espinosa  Money Monday continues with financial expert, Julie Julie Stav 2/2 – 2pm 30 min
   Stav. Julie discusses the best way to financial freedom  Finance expert
   and a secure retirement



Health John & Ken Discussed the ongoing measles outbreak and how a 2/2 –3pm 45 min
disease that was almost 100% eradicated has returned
in numbers that are concerning health officials.

Media John & Ken Discussing the media stories that say Bruce Jenner is Zoey Tur 2/3 – 4pm 30 min
is in the process of transitioning from male to female.
Guest Zoey Tur was formally known as Bob Tur, a 
helicopter pilot here in Los Angeles.

Health Bill Handel Your supplements may not be working because there Jim Keany 2/5 – 7:30pm 15 min
are NO supplements in them according to a study ER doctor
of supplements found at Target, GNC, Walmart and
Walgreens.

Media Bill Handel Brian Williams is under fire for ‘lying’ about an incident 2/5 – 7am 30 min
where he claimed to have been on a Chinook helicopter 2/6 – 7am
that was hit by RPG fire in Iraq.  He apologized for 
‘misremembering’ the story and some are calling for him
to be fired.

Media Thompson & Espinosa  Continuing coverage of the Brian Williams story and 2/5 – 1pm 30 min
  ethics in media.

Media Monique Marvez Bruce Jenner involved in fatal car accident in Malibu. 2/7 – 8am 15 min
one woman was killed in the accident.  Latest details

Media Morris O’ Kelly Latest news on accident involving Bruce Jenner 2/7 – 6:15pm 15 min
including whether or not he was texting at the time of
the crash.  Police will review the cell phone records.

WEEK ENDING:  February  14 , 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Media Thompson & Espinosa NBC’s Brian Williams has taken himself off the anchor 2/9 – 1pm 30 min
desk for ‘several days’ while more military members 
speak out about his stories over the years

Transportation  Thompson & Espinsoza Potholes in Los Angeles are causing injuries and 2/11 – 1pm 30 min
costing owners of cars thousands of dollars in repairs
what makes it worse is that the state’s 5 worst 
bottlenecks are in LA/ Orange counties



Media John & Ken A gentleman’s agreement between Los Angeles and Eric Leonard 2/12 – 3pm 30 min
the Department of Water and Power for information KFI News
from an audit fell through.  The city is pushing the 
DWP to be transparent.

Media Tim Conway Jr. A little boy was attacked by his father’s K-9 at their Jeff Houlemard 2/12 – 7pm 30 min
home in Hesperia. A neighbor heard the attack and Neighbor
rushed to help the little boy. The little boy had his
foot amputated below the knee.

Crime John & Ken A hitman for the Mexican Mafia is now up for parole Eric Leonard 2/13 – 3pm 30 min
and some supporters say he’s ‘a different person’ now KFI News
yet the last time he was release he immediately 
committed a murder.

WEEK ENDING:  February  21 , 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Law Bill Handel Handel went through LA Sheriff’s Dept. ‘use of force’ Steve Gregory 2/16 – 8am 30 min
training and experienced ‘real life’ scenarios where KFI News 2/17 – 8am 30 min
officers are faced with life and death decisions

Immigration John & Ken Texas judge halts Obama’s executive action on 2/17 – 3pm 30 min
immigration.  He says Justice Dept. will fight the
judge’s ruling in court.

Employment Bill Handel A slowdown at the ports up and down the West Coast 2/18 – 7am 30 min
is causing a problem for shippers and local businesses
the problems at the Long Beach port have caused 
President Obama to send his Labor secretary here to 
help find a resolution and get things moving again.

Environment Thompson & Espinosa A fire at a local oil refinery has caused problems in the Eric Leonard 2/18 – 1pm 15 min
Torrance area…residents have been advised to ‘shelter KFI News
in place’ until the situation is under control

Economy Bill Handel How a local refinery fire might affect gas prices Eric Leonard 2/19 – 7am 15 min
KFI News

Health Bill Handel Superbug infection at UCLA medical center has killed Jim Keany 2/19 – 7:20am 10 min
2 and could have infected as many as 200 Er doctor  

CA.RamUSA.org



Health Bill Carroll Superbug infection at UCLA medical center kills 2 2/19 – 10am 20 min
and potentially infects as many as 200, details on what
we know right now.

Crime/ Media John & Ken A suspect in a case of suspected road rage in Las Vegas 2/19 – 3pm 30 min
has been arrested. Discussed road rage and took calls from
listeners about the story.

WEEK ENDING:  February  28 , 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Technology Thompson & Espinosa  Discussed the FCC vote on net neutrality and what Susan Saulny 2/26 – 1pm 30 min
   it means to the average internet user ABC News

Media John & Ken Suspect in Oxnard Metrolink crash will NOT face Steve Gregory 2/26 – 3pm 30 min
charges at this time and has been released from jail KFI News

Crime Bill Handel Discussed the latest on the street racing deaths in Jo Kwon 2/27 – 7am 30 min
Chatsworth.  Police are seeking a suspect who they KFI News
believe caused the crash that led to the deaths of 
to spectators.  Local residents say racing is a problem
in the area

Media Tim Conway Jr. An bill is being introduced to license and regulate Mike Gatto 2/27 – 8pm 30 min
internet poker. Callers chimed in Assemblyman

WEEK ENDING:  March  7 , 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Health Meghan McCain Personal vaccine exemptions may be going away in 3/1 – 5:15pm 15 min
California after an outbreak of measles 

Media Bill Handel LAPD shoots and kills homeless man on Skid Row, 3/2 – 7am 15 min

John & Ken Latest details on Skid Row shooting Steve Gregory 3/2 – 3pm 30 min
KFI News

Tim Conway Jr Details on Skid Row shooting Steve Gregory 3/2 – 7pm 15 min
KFI News

Bill Handel Latest news on officer involved shooting on Skid Row Steve Gregory 3/3 – 7am 30 min
and how the community is reacting, and how police KFI News
are handling the situation



Bill Handel Discussed the Skid Row shooting with a use of force Scott Reitz 3/4 – 7:30am 15 min
expert and former SWAT officer

‘Wake Up Call’ w/ Discussed the Skid Row shooting and got the Deon Joseph 3/5 – 5am 30 min
Gary Hoffmann perspective of an officer who has spent the last LAPD officer

18 years specifically patrolling Skid Row. Discussed
the level of mental illness that is present in many who
are currently living there

Transportation John & Ken An OC Assemblywoman wants to stop the push for Young Kim 3/3 – 3:30pm 30 min
tolls on the 405 freeway in OC Assemblywoman

Media John & Ken Actor Harrison Ford’s plane went down near Santa Steve Gregory 3/6 – 3:15pm 15 min
Monica airport KFI News         3:45pm 30 min

        4:30pm 30 min

Bill Handel Latest update on Harrison Ford’s plane crash. Also got Mike Nolan 3/6 – 7am 15 min
perspective from Mike Nolan, a pilot with more than pilot
35,000 flying hours and who also was involved in
a crash near Fullerton Airport

WEEK ENDING:  March  14, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Education/ Bill Handel University of California Irvine…a student council 3/9 – 7am 30 min  
Media voted to ban all flags, including the American flag 

from council chambers, public outrage ensued and
another executive council overturned the decision

Education/ Bill Handel It’s been 50 years since a controversial and violent 3/9 –8am 30 min  
Media march in Selma, Alabama.  Discussed the original 

march and the  impact it had and the status of 
race relations today

Crime/ Media John & Ken A new video released of the Suge Knight hit-and-run 3/9 – 3:30pm 30 min
shows the moment in which he ran over one the
victims.  The defense says the video helps Knight’s 
case, others say it’s damaging to him.

Crime John & Ken LAPD Chief Charlie Beck says publicly that Prop 47 Eric Leonard 3/10 – 3pm 30 min
has led directly to an increase in crime statistics KFI News



Media Bill Handel Pharrell and Robin Thicke have lost a lawsuit and 3/11 – 7:30am 30 min
have been ordered to pay $7 million to the family
of Marvin Gaye for using one of Gaye’s songs to
inspire their hit ‘Blurred Lines’.  The song apparently
stole key chord combinations

Animal Bill Carroll Huge fight in Anaheim over whether or not people Eve Hart 3/11 – 10am 30 min 
Welfare should be feeding feral cats in the area.  With Director Anaheim Fix

it being kitten season, many think people should be
prohibited from feeding these cats in order to help
control the population

Public Safety/  John & Ken John & Ken broadcast live from ‘Skid Row’ to discuss 3/12 – 3pm 160 min         
Crime/ Media the issues and problems surrounding the area including

the recent LAPD problems with Skid Row residents

WEEK ENDING:  March  21, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Crime Wayne Resnick Robert Durst has been arrested in New Orleans on a 3/15 – 8pm 30 min
murder warrant out of Los Angeles.  He is a suspect in
the murder of Susan Berman, his friend and publicist
who was killed in 2000 in Beverly Hills.  Durst has recently
been the subject of the HBO documentary ‘The Jinx’ which
chronicles his life and the mysterious situation surrounding
the death of his first wife, his neighbor and Berman.
Many think Durst committed all three crimes but he has
never been convicted.

Crime ‘Wake Up Call’ w/ Latest news on Durst. HBO’s ‘The Jinx’ finale was last night 3/16 – 5am 15 min
Gary Hoffmann and Durst seemingly confesses in the final moments of 

the show as he is talking to himself in the bathroom

Crime Bill Handel  Latest on Durst arrested in New Orleans and HBO Steve Gregory 3/16 – 7am 30 min
documentary KFI News

Crime Bill Carroll Robert Durst arrest, KFI’s reporter Eric Leonard Eric Leonard 3/16 – 10am 30 min
was on the original story of Susan Berman’s death KFI News
in 2000 and has some details on the case and the
original investigation Loni Coombs 10:30am 30 min

Former Prosecutor



Crime Bill Handel Latest on Durst arrest and new details and the legal Eric Leonard 3/17 – 7am 45 min
implications of the case, for instance, can the alleged KFI News
‘confession’ during the documentary even be used in
court

Employment John & Ken California public workers are at risk of losing their 3/17 – 3pm 15 min
pensions.

Media John & Ken Attorney for 7 pregnant woman from China defends Ken Liang 3/17 – 4pm 30 min
the practice of ‘birth tourism’ where women from Attorney
China come to the U.S. with the sole purpose of giving
birth to their babies here, giving them automatic U.S. 
citizenship

Health Bill Handel 24 year old player for the San Francisco 49ers Robert Huizenga 3/18 – 7:30am 15 min
announces his retirement over concerns of doctor
concussion injuries

Crime/Media Bill Carroll Update on Robert Durst case.  His attorney is Carole Lieberman 3/18 – 11am 30 min  
arguing that he was wrongfully arrested and that Forensic Psychiatrist
he has Aspergers Syndrome

Crime/ Media Bill Carroll Robert Durst case…the judge who presided over a Susan Criss 3/20 – 10am 45 min
murder trial in Galveston, Texas, where Durst was Judge
a defendant speaks out about her experience with 
him during the trial.

WEEK ENDING:  March  28, 2015  & March 29-31
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Empowerment  Monique Marvez Independent Awakening (‘IA’) is a 501(c)3 global 3/21 – 8am 15 min
Organization movement to spread self-love and 
self-worth through the #iLoveMySelfie movement.

Environment Bill Carroll California is dealing with a ‘mega-drought.’ Is Jessica Jones 3/23 – 10am 30 min
desalination the solution for our state? Spokesperson, 
Several big projects are in the works right now Poseiden
discussed the pros and cons about it.

Marco Gonzalez
Coast Law Group

Crime John & Ken Robert Durst is sitting in jail in New Orleans awaiting Eric Leonard 3/23 – 3pm 30 min
a hearing to find out whether or not he’ll face charges KFI News



there first before he’s sent back to LA to face murder
charges

Charity Bill Handel One of the local charities we support, Caterina’s Club Bruno Serato 3/24 – 8:30am 15 min
is celebrating 1 million meals served to local children Anaheim  White House
whose parents can not afford to provide 3 hot meals
daily because they live in local motels.

Health Bill Carroll Angelina Jolie has her ovaries removed to attempt to Sanaz Memarzadeh 3/24 – 10am 45 min
prevent ovarian cancer, which is what killed her mother Dr. / Assoc. Professor
she wrote an Op-Ed piece to explain her decisions to Dept. of Obstetrics &
undergo radical surgery Gynecology UCLA

Carole Lieberman
Doctor/ Psychologist

Education John & Ken A local teacher has been suspended from the Priya Advani 3/24 – 4pm 30 min
classroom for alleged ‘racially charged’ remarks Parent of student
he made in the classroom in front of students

Law Bill Handel An Orange County attorney has introduced a bill proposal 3/25 – 7am 30 min
called ‘The Sodomite Suppression Act’ which would
approve the killing of homosexuals.  The outrageous
nature of the bill has led to critics saying California’s 
process of bill introduction is flawed.  The attorney 
who introduced the bill needs to obtain 300,000 
signatures to get it placed on the ballot.  In response
another attorney has introduced the “Intolerant 
Jackass Act’ to combat it.  CA Attorney General, Kamala
Harris has issued a statement saying she intends to seek
judicial authorization against such proposals that endanger
public safety.

Crime Bill Handel Arrests made in connection of kidnapping and killing Steve Gregory 3/26 – 7:15am 30 min
of an infant in Long Beach. Police say the arrests have KFI News
uncovered an unbelievable plot involving a woman who
plotted to kidnap infants and kill their parents in an
attempt to pass the children off as her own.



Crime John & Ken A bizarre kidnapping of a woman from Vallejo has Jeff Kane 3/26 – 3pm 30 min
turned odd after police determined that the entire Uncle of kidnap victim
thing was a hoax.  The uncle of the woman kidnapped
says it was NOT a hoax and that police will apologize for
claiming it was 

Religion Bill Handel HBO’s documentary on Scientology raises a lot of 3/30 – 7am 30 min
questions about how the church treats its members and
how the money collected from various donations and
required classes is spent.

Crime Jane Wells California’s death row is running out of space…what Terry Thorton 3/30 –5pm 30 min
will California do about the problem CA Dept of Corrections

Crime ‘Wake Up Call’ w/ Vallejo kidnapping is getting more weird, suddenly 3/31 – 5am 30 min
Gary Hoffmann police are not mentioning the word ‘hoax’ and now,

in a series of emails to the San Francisco Chronicle, the
alleged kidnappers are saying it was NOT a hoax and 
are demanding police apologize to the victim ‘or else’

Crime Bill Handel Latest on Vallejo kidnapping story and the series of Henry Lee 3/31 – 8am 30 min
emails sent to a San Francisco Chronicle reporter Reporter who received
saying that the event was not a hoax and demanding emails
police apologize to the kidnapping victim.



Section III
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Section III lists public service announcements that the station broadcast during the preceding calendar 
quarter that address community issues. 

ISSUE ORGANIZATION OR TITLE DURATION RUNS 

Charity McDonalds 000:17 008 

Empowerment Special Olympics 000:30 004 

EAS TEST Emergency Alert System 000:04 002 

EAS TEST Emergency Alert System 000:05 029 

Empowerment Special Olympics 000:30 001 

Event Fundraiser McDonalds 000:17 008 

HEALTH AND FITNESS American Heart Association 000:30 006 

MILITARY AND VETERANS SHOW YOUR STRIPES 000:31 031 

VOLUNTEER Bear Mountain Patrol 000:32 001 


